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Let's begin by analyzing troll 

litigation over the past few years and 

why this trend has increased rapidly.

Patent trolls, also known as non-

practicing entities (NPE), have set 

their sights on Financial Services. As 

reported by RPX’s publication, Q1 in 
Review, “NPE litigation targeting the 

Financial Services sector jumped by 
111%  during the first quarter of 

2021.” (*) 

Welcome to a three-part series in which Proactive Patents takes a closer look at what is happening with 

patents in the Financial Services sector. In order to understand the patent litigation landscape, this first 

article investigates troll litigation to assess if the recent increase is cause for concern. In the second article, 

we evaluate how financial institutions are protecting themselves from potential litigation and we review the 

top patent holders' portfolios. And lastly, we take a step back to consider historical trends, combined with 

the trends we are seeing today, to be�er assess the future.

(*) Proactive Patents has continued to 

gather NPE litigation numbers after the 

RPX publication was initially released. 

All charts and calculations in this article 

include data for subsequent quarters.

Patent Troll Litigation Increasing 
in the Financial Services Sector

:: TRENDING ::

www.proactivepatents.com

This increased activity in Financial 

Services coincidentally follows the 

sunse�ing of the Patent Trial and 

Appeal Board’s covered business 

method (CBM) review of patents in the 

financial industry. The CBM review was  
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effectively a defensive tool for a 

defendant to challenge the validity of 

the infringed patent, with the infringed 

patent being  “a patent that claims a 

method or corresponding apparatus for 

performing data processing or other 

operations used in the practice, 

administration, or management of a 

financial product or service, except 

that the term does not include patents 

for technological inventions.”  Though 

seldom used by defendants, the CBM 

review had its merits as a deterrent. 

Now that the review has been 

eliminated altogether as of September 

2020, the patent troll has one less 

obstacle in its path to winning. 
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139% increase
In the first two quarters alone, a 
significant increase in litigation 
filed by trolls in the Financial 
Services sector is clearly evident 
from 2020 to 2021.
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CLOSED OPEN 

The top five trolls in the Financial Services sector 

from 1Q 2020 to 2Q 2021 were Caselas, Milestone IP, 

MCOM IP, Lupercal, and Kioba Processing. Their 

targets included financial institutions of all sizes. 

Source: RPX Insight.TROLLS
:: MOST ACTIVE ::
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Some of the many defendants a�acked by trolls in 2019, 2020, 2021
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OPEN SOURCE 
TECHNOLOGY

:: ATTACKS  ON :: Trolls are also aiming at product areas that involve 

open source technology, which is freely-available 

to the entire software development community.  

Accusations made by patent trolls that the 

defendant is infringing on freely-shared software 

is occurring more often than one might suspect.

The top open source technologies that patent trolls have claimed infringement: 

 HADOOP
Open source software framework for distributed 
data storage and big data processing.

KUBERNETESOpen source container-orchestration system 
for deployment, scaling, management.

 OPENSTACK
Open source cloud platform for providing 
services to cloud infrastructures.

SPARK
Open source unified analytics engine for large-scale 
clusters and data processing.

 KAFKA
Open source unified, high-throughput, low-latency 
platform for handling real-time data feeds.

DOCKEROpen source project for automating the 
deployment of code within software containers.

adjective.  1. of software: having the source code freely 
available for possible modi�cation and redistribution. 
2. relating to, or promoting open-source software.

open source
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1 Intellectual Ventures

2 Invention Investment Ireland

3 Mobile Networking Solutions

4 R2 Solutions

5 Stream Scale

6 Sound View Innovations

TOP TROLLS
Ranked by the most open source technologies "infringed" upon

Hadoop's 
framework for distributed 
data storage and big data 
processing has been 
targeted the most by troll 
litigation, given that 
financial institutions 
maintain and process large 
amounts of data.

freely-available 



Open Invention Network (OIN) is monitoring the 

situation closely and is ready to assist its members in 

open source litigation.  All companies should consider 

joining a  community such as OIN. The counter-

a�ack measures initiated by OIN benefit not just 

those in litigation, but each and every member.

Raffi Gostanian
CEO / Founder of Proactive Patents,
CPO of the Open Invention Network

TROLL NEUTRALIZATION
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About Proactive Patents
 

Proactive Patents is a unique law firm of a�orneys and engineers, using our proprietary software and technical 
expertise for a data driven approach in delivering strategic and defensive patent services to our customers. Our 
software provides deep claim analysis that is the driving force behind all of our services, which include Portfolio 

Optimization, Law Firm Performance, Threat Mitigation and Enhanced Patent Preparation/Prosecution.
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